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Webinar Agenda
1:00
1:05
1:10
1:15
1:40
2:00
2:10
2:25
2:30

Agenda Overview, Meeting Process (RM)
DOE Welcome and Charge (RV)
Overview of MSD Community Coordination Project (EM)
MSD Community Questionnaire Results (10/15-PR)
MSD Community Charter: Elements/Process (10/10-RM)
Community Website & Communications (5/5-EM)
Updates (RM – community members)
Next steps (RM)
Adjourn

Note to avoid interference please follow these steps:
1. Mute your phone/microphone
2. Ask questions for discussion using the Zoom Chat Box
3. Only unmute if you are called on by the moderator
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OVERVIEW OF MSD COMMUNITY
COORDINATION PROJECT
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So what are our project goals?
Facilitate emergence of a community
of MSD researchers to accelerate
scientific discovery through crossdisciplinary collaborations, peer
interactions, and community
engagement.
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Emphasizing what exactly?
Explore emerging innovations for modeling
complex adaptive systems with a focus on
transparency, comparability of analyses,
and uncertainty characterization.
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The Team & Our Roles
Richard Moss, PNNL
1. Taxonomy of use/
tools/capabilities
2. White paper
facilitation

Erwan Monier, UC Davis
1. Identifying near term
collaborations
2. MSD communications &
Human-Earth system
modeling platforms

Patrick Reed, Cornell
1. Complex adaptive
systems
2. MSD workflow
comparisons & UQ

Antonia Hadjimichael,
Cornell
1. Elicitation and
analysis of MSD field
2. MSD vision papers &
resources
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Early Origin in 2016 Workshop
Key Focus
“…co-evolving interdependent systems…”

Domains
Evolving coastal & urban systems

Cross-cutting themes
Representing adaptive behavior,
uncertainty, complexity, thresholds

Identified core need
“Framework” = agile environment for
modeling and learning (this includes
projects & people!)
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Near-term Priorities
Systemized, community-wide communication
Within the MSD community—both interim as well as long-term options

Technical/professional coordinating body
Governing charter, organizing structure, working groups, and engagement protocols

Community Plan
Identifies and organizes around priority topics (domain-specific and
methodological), broad-based collaborative interests, outreach to other
communities, and timelines

White paper and framework publication
Facilitate the emergence of MSD as a field, clarify its value and role in
interdisciplinary science (including use case examples), major research questions at
its center, diverse capabilities that exist or will be required
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Ready, Set, Go!!! Define MSD as a Field
Want to bet if we
independently give
exactly the same
answer?
If we don’t, that’s
actually pretty
interesting…

Source: Ch17 NCA 4
https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/chapter/17/
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS FOR THE
MSD COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE
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March 2019 questionnaire
Defining MultiSector Dynamics as a Field

78 responses

• What are the key questions, terms, tools, etc. that are central to the study of multi-sector
dynamics?

26 institutions/organizations

Domains/use cases

127 research questions

• Please list topics/use cases you would be interested in working on. What specific
tools/capabilities could you bring to the use case(s) you are interested in?

54 key terms

Cross-cutting methodological topics and community resources:

170 pages of response text

• Consider methodological topics such as representing complex adaptive systems, multi-scale
economics, scenarios, model coupling, emulation and hierarchical modeling, and data and
community data platforms. Which of these (or others not discussed at the meeting) would you
be willing to spend time working on, for example in a working group or other activity? What
specific tools, capabilities, or resources might you bring?

Detailed anonymized responses can be found
List other suggestions, issues, concerns, and possible solutions
here: https://rebrand.ly/MSDresponses
as appropriate.

• Include names and contact information of individuals you believe should be invited to
participate in the MD community.
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Affiliations

https://rebrand.ly/MSDaffiliations
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Organizations and Institutions
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0

Current research interests
5

10

Agent-based modeling
Agriculture and food (inc. modeling)
Air pollutants/emissions (inc. impacts of)
Biogeochemistry, ecology and ecosystems (inc. services)
Climate (modeling and emulation) and extreme events
Data management and visualization; software development
Decision analysis
Economics
Energy systems
Human-earth/environment systems inc. earth-system modeling
Infrastructure
Integrated assessment and modeling, GCAM
Land and land use
Machine learning
Optimization and multi-objective tradeoffs
Policy and stakeholders
Population dynamics (and modeling)
Risk analysis and resilience
Scenario development
Uncertainty analysis and quantification
Urban systems
Water resources (quantity and quality)

15

20

25
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The field of MultiSector Dynamics
Defining MultiSector Dynamics as a Field
• What are the key questions, terms, tools, etc. that are central to the study of multi-sector
dynamics?

Domains/use cases
• Please list topics/use cases you would be interested in working on. What specific
tools/capabilities could you bring to the use case(s) you are interested in?

Cross-cutting methodological topics and community resources:
• Consider methodological topics such as representing complex adaptive systems, multi-scale
economics, scenarios, model coupling, emulation and hierarchical modeling, and data and
community data platforms. Which of these (or others not discussed at the meeting) would you
be willing to spend time working on, for example in a working group or other activity? What
specific tools, capabilities, or resources might you bring?

List other suggestions, issues, concerns, and possible solutions
as appropriate.
• Include names and contact information of individuals you believe should be invited to
participate in the MD community.
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Defining MultiSector Dynamics as a field:
What are the key questions, terms, tools,
etc. that are central to the study of multisector dynamics?
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Key terms and tools
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Code, terminology and software sharing across institutions
Convergence and emerging patterns from MSD
Coupling of models and tools
Data, observations, hindcasting, and validation
Cost Benefit Analysis and valuation, inc. of ecosystem services
Feedbacks, interactions, and interdependencies
Future changes and extreme events
High performance computing
Human behavior and action
Drivers and stressors; tipping points and consequences, vulnerability
Levers, control, and adaptation
Machine learning, data mining, visualization
Multi-objective optimization, tradeoffs, metric and indicator development
Model resolution and downscaling, model fidelity
Mechanisms and processes, dynamics
Resilience and sustainability
Statistics, econometrics, and emulation
Systems and institutions
Uncertainty, risk, and predictability
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Domains/use cases: At the PI meeting, we
explored several topical areas/”use cases”
(e.g., coastal dynamics, urban systems). Please
list topics/use cases you would be interested
in working on. What specific tools/capabilities
could you bring to the use case(s) you are
interested in?
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Domains/use cases interested to work on
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Anthropogenic/human activities
Climate, and climatic extremes and impacts
Coastal (dynamics, inc. sea-level rise)
Earth systems
Economy
Ecosystems and services
Energy systems, demand, electricity and power grids
Energy-land-water nexus (inc. agriculture and food)
Infrastructure and transportation
Land systems and land use
Natural disasters (inc. flooding)
Policy, sustainability, and regional development
Population dynamics and social welfare
Risk
Small-scale systems
Technology scenarios
Urban systems
Water resources (quantity and quality)
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Cross-cutting methodological topics and
community resources: The PI meeting also
included discussion of methodological topics
[…]. Which of these or others would you be
willing to spend time working on? What
specific tools, capabilities, or resources might
you bring?
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Agent based modeling
Complex adaptive systems and networks
Computable general equilibrium (CGE) models
Data analytics, integration, and visualization
Dataset and tool development
Emulation
Impact assessment
Linking global processes to regional/local/sectoral effects
Machine learning
Model coupling/linking/integration
Model fidelity and representation
Multiscale economics
Optimization and control
Pilot studies
Population/demographic modeling
Scenario and pathway development and discovery
Socio-ecological systems
Statistical methods, econometrics, and time series analysis
Uncertainty analysis and quantification
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Representative questions for MSD
120+ questions in total across respondents
Questions encapsulated in the following four
themes
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Representative questions for MSD
Dependencies & Interactions
How do different sectors interact and what are the key processes
controlling the interactions? Are there synergies or tradeoffs when
sectors interact?

Stressors & Uncertainties
What are the key drivers, stressors, and uncertainties when
considering MSD? How do these propagate through the various
systems? Can the path-dependencies of “failure” be identified, as well
as any tipping points?
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Representative questions for MSD
Coupling & MSD model evaluation
How do cross-sector integration and coupling affect system
uncertainty of projections? What are some best practices for coupling
and model evaluation? How are key concepts (e.g., resilience and
vulnerability) defined consistently across systems?

MSD insights for adaptive human actions
What representation (resolution, included processes and entities) is
necessary for representing adaptive actions? Are there unique
insights that can only be achieved through a MSD perspective? Can
they be leveraged to improve our understanding of a particular
sector? How can MSD insights inform the management of
interdependencies across sectors?
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Emerging definitions of MSD
Identifying and understanding how key
processes act across the multiple scales
that shape the complex interactions and
multidirectional feedbacks among
human and Earth systems
Understanding the co-evolution of
human and natural systems over time,
and building the next generation of tools
that bridge across sectors (energy, water,
land, economy) and scales (spatial,
temporal), and offer a holistic view of
systems-of-systems

Emphasizing processes
that become key when
considering interactions
between systems

Emphasizing the
evolution of the systems
themselves through an
29
MSD perspective

Discussion of Community Coordination &
Questionnaire (~10 minutes)

MSD definitions?
Core questions?
Tools? Use cases?
Opportunities?
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ELEMENTS OF A MSD COMMUNITY
OF PRACTICE CHARTER
31

• Key topics related to charter:

Today:
Float
Initial
Ideas and
Encourage
Feedback

–
–
–
–
–

Mission
Membership
Governance
Technical Working Groups
Activities

• Use an iterative process that
builds on community feedback
– Balance opportunity for community
input with impatience to get going
– Discussion of next steps for
community development following
“announcements”

• Goal: October “launch”
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Mission

• Build understanding of key processes
that shape the co-evolution of energy,
water, land, human, and earth systems,
considering complex interactions and
feedbacks across sectors, multiple
spatial/ temporal scales, and processes
• Support development and use of a
next generation of data, modeling, and
analysis tools to study these processes
and contribute to a usable
understanding of complex adaptive
human-natural systems
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• Form a community that is open
to collaboration while
maintaining an initial focus on
DOE MSD program priorities
• Potential categories of
members:

Members

– Investigators from DOE sponsored
research projects on multisector
dynamics
– Research affiliates from topically
relevant research projects and
activities
– Practitioner affiliates from
representative application
domains
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Governance

• Identify and implement
shared activities that
support scientific
objectives and align
community and project
priorities
• Potential components:
–
–
–
–
–

Scientific steering group
Project PI’s advisory group
Sponsor consultation group
Technical working groups
Project facilitation team
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Technical Working Groups

Preliminary
Candidates

Domain initiatives

Technical
Working
Groups
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Activities

• Use scientific and technical
working groups to accelerate
collaboration
• Advance development and
sharing of community resources
and tools
• Maintain community
communications (next segment)
• Organize sessions at scientific
and technical conferences/
meetings (annual meeting?)
• Facilitate coordinated research
and joint publications (e.g.,
published MSD “white paper”)
• Recognize technical
achievement/progress
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Discussion of Community Charter Elements
(~15 minutes)
Process?
Mission?
Membership?
Governance?
Working groups?
Activities?
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MSD COMMUNITY WEBSITE &
COMMUNICATIONS
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• Website
A public face for the MSD community
https://multisectordynamics.wordpress.com

Short-term

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Mission/Charter/White papers
Working groups
Meetings
Webinars
Recent publications
Career opportunities
Blog/Forum

• Listserv
–
–
–
–

Meeting announcements (meetings@xxx.org)
Job announcements (jobs@xxx.org)
Publications announcements (pubs@xxx.org)
Working groups (wg@xxx.org)

• Webinars
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• Monthly newsletter
– Research highlights
– Recognition of achievement
– Spotlight on early career researchers

• Web portal for sharing

Long-term

– Documents
– Data
– Models

• Slack channel
• Annual MSD conference
• Dedicated MSD journal
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• Snowmass workshop
– Session on existing collaborations
– Friday session on community coordination

Next Steps
&
Challenges

• Webinar in September

• Editorial continuity & dynamic content
– Facilitators and volunteers

• DOE versus broader community
– Blog/forum content and access
– Communications and outreach with other
functional communities (INFEWS, ESM, IAMC)
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Discussion of Community Website &
Communications (~5 minutes)
MSD community
website?
Internal to DOE vs
External?
Volunteer roles or
ideas?
Opportunities?
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MSD COMMUNITY UPDATES FOR
UPCOMING EVENTS/EFFORTS
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What is MSD-LIVE?
The MultiSector Dynamics – Living, Intuitive, Value-adding, Environment
(MSD-LIVE) is a flexible data and code management system combined with
a computational platform and set of user interfaces that will enable MSD
researchers to document and archive their data, run their models and
analysis tools, and share their data, software, and multi-model workflows.
A potential task-focused
landing page that a
registered user would see
upon logging into MSD-LIVE.
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Project Designed with a Multi-Phase
Implementation Plan
• Phase 1 (Oct 2018 – May 2019):
§ Review of other archives, including ESSDIVE, ARM, NCAR, and NASA platforms
§ Identification of user needs
§ Initial technical scoping and feasibility
assessment
§ White paper to BER in May 2019
• Phase 2 (May 2019 – Sept 2019):
§ Prototype and beta test core components
§ Anticipate a stakeholder workshop in fall
2019
• Develop full proposal for BER (spring 2020)
• Phase 3 (FY20+ contingent on approval of full
proposal):
§ Implementation of MSD-LIVE
§ Expand to MSD community outside of DOE
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MSD Community Updates
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NEXT STEPS:

1. Please provide feedback to our facilitation team with your
thoughts or concerns (by June 21 for use in drafting materials)
2. July 19 Snowmass discussion on near term MSD
collaborations & community development
3. August/September webinar to follow up from Snowmass
and formalize next steps for MSD community
4. October goal to launch community charter,
governing/technical working groups, communications, etc.
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To download this ppt
• Link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fmIPb0KlV2exjnFWYE
BsvB49_7v2iIo5/view?usp=sharing

Email Addresses:
•
•
•
•
•

Antonia Hadjimichael: ah986@cornell.edu
Erwan Monier: emonier@ucdavis.edu
Richard Moss: rhm2137@Columbia.edu
Pat Reed: patrick.reed@cornell.edu
Robert Vallario: Bob.Vallario@science.doe.gov
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